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The Chair
Lambeth Homeowners Association

&
The Chair

Tenants Council

7 January 2018

Mark Howarth
Lambeth Council

Dear Mark

RESIDENT ENGAGEMENT CONCERNS: PROCESS TO ESTABLISH AREA BOARDS

This letter is being sent to you jointly by Tenants Council and the LHA in reference your email
dated 18th December  2017 and letter dated 17th December.

Your email dated 18th December appears to state that the joint TC/LHA Constitution
proposals will not be circulated or taken into account despite the unanimous vote by residents
on 4th December confirming that they wanted to see and consider them.

This also appears to be contrary to your email dated 11 December in which you state that ‘it
will be for Board members to decide the Area Board Constitution in conjunction with
ourselves’ and contrary to the letter dated 13th October from Cllr Jennifer Brathwaite in which
she says ‘the constituent bodies to consider and adopt which the Area Boards will do in their
first formal meetings’.

Notwithstanding our overall position about the doubtful Constitutional base of the imposed
resident engagement process, we note that both these statements support our clear view that
within this process, residents should decide the provisions of any Constitution that is adopted
to create any and all of its component structures. Therefore,  residents should decide on the
appropriate and acceptable provisions of any Constitution that is brought into force to create
Area Boards.

Clearly, Boards will not exist until a Constitution is adopted and it is accepted that residents
must decide what its provisions comprise. But how can residents decide on an appropriate
and acceptable Constitution if Lambeth Council will not let them see the options that have
been proposed, particularly those put forward by residents themselves?

Your letter dated 17th December is addressed incorrectly to ‘Area Board Members’. Please
note that there are, as yet, no Area Boards because there is no Constitution agreed that
establishes them.

Your letter of 17th December also seems to suggest that the meeting on 4th December was
unproductive and blames residents, appearing to issue thinly veiled threats that if legitimate
objections continue to be raised, those raising them will be prevented from participating. This
is, clearly, completely unacceptable.

We are concerned that no Minutes were taken at the 4th December meeting and no notes of
meeting have been circulated other than your letter dated 17th December which gives no
record of decisions taken or other points of substance.

It also seems inconceivable that your view is that some residents cannot be included in
resident engagement processes because they live in areas where different organisational
structures apply: they are still residents and they still have the same types of concerns as
every other resident so their views must also be included in this process.
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We are also concerned that you have now further announced that the promised next joint
meeting to discuss the establishment of Area Boards has been cancelled. Instead, you state
you will convene three perceived  ‘secret’ meetings, one for each of the Areas.

You also state that no observers will be allowed at these meetings and that only the
Constitution being forced on residents by Lambeth Council will be available for discussion.

The first such meeting, we have learned, is to be held on Monday 8th January. There has
been no advertisement about this meeting and you seem to have prevented access by
tagging it on to another event which only a limited number of residents will be able to attend
because of its timing.

These actions give rise to extremely worrying concerns, due to what appears to be a pattern
of exclusion and undemocratic practice. This is not only wrong in itself, but also contrary to
the rationale expressed by Cabinet to introduce new resident engagement structures that
broaden inclusion and resident participation.

The trend now being established is increasingly limiting participation and engagement to the
extent that the process is perceived as being secretive and directed by the Council expressly
against the wishes of residents.

We call upon Lambeth Council to act democratically and in accordance with appropriate
resident engagement principles by listening to what residents are saying and responding
accordingly.

The fundamental issue that residents have repeatedly told Lambeth Council is that there
appears to be a pattern indicating that Lambeth Council does not listen and/or act in
accordance with its residents’ wishes.

We call upon you to reinstate the joint meeting to establish these Area Boards and circulate
the TC/LHA draft Constitution for consideration at this meeting as requested by all residents
present at the meeting on 4th December.

Clearly, no decisions can be made on any Constitution for all three Areas without having all
three Areas represented and all the options open for them to consider. To do otherwise gives
rise to the perception of manipulation, exclusion and other undemocratic practice.

We understand that your letter dated 17th December, which we have to report some members
found offensive and threatening, was not copied to senior members of Lambeth Council.

For transparency,  we are therefore copying this letter as well as yours (see below), to Sue
Foster, Lib Peck, Rachel Sharpe, Cllr Jennifer Brathwaite and to Kate Hoey MP, Chukka
Ummuna MP, and Helen Hayes MP for their record to notify them about the appearance of
the increasing undemocratic modus operandi residents face.

Shemi Leira                                                                                           Glen Hellen
Chair Chair
Lambeth Homeowners Association                                                       Tenants Council
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(Verbatim) Letter from Mark Howarth dated 17th December 2017
Dear Area Board member,

I am writing following the joint Board session on 4 December 2017. My overall view
is that the meeting was unproductive and I would like to clarify some issues
particularly around attendance and conduct.
One of the key reasons for changing the engagement structure was to make meetings
far more outcome focused for both residents and officers. By some advertising the
meeting and getting residents not covered by our governance arrangements (eg
Roupell Park TMO) to attend even though it was irrelevant to them just made it more
difficult to progress matters. It is important for all residents to allow the pilot to move
on. Notwithstanding the views of Tenants and Leasehold Councils that didn’t want
the changes, Cabinet has approved the pilot to bring in Area Boards and this will go
ahead.

Board membership

Cabinet agreed one TRA member per registered TRA would attend the Area Boards.
It is not essential every TRA nominates someone but members attend as nominees not
as representatives per se. This means that they represent the interests of all residents.
This is beacuse it is important that the Boards consider performance issues and
oversees trends in service delivery.
Board business

The Board must ensure it gets through its agenda. The constant questioning and
interruptions by observers will not be allowed at future meetings. Observers are only
allowed to observe not participate.

Code of conduct

All Board members will be bound by the Code of conduct which is part of the Board’s
Constitution. This includes making meetings as inclusive as possible.
It is not acceptable for any member whether new to engagement or not to be put off
due to the behaviours of some Board members. I would remind all Board members of
the need to conduct themselves in a professional manner without making personal or
defamatory remarks. I attach the version which is attached to the draft Constutition. I
had hoped that we would have discussed the code at last weeks meeting but this and
other items were not covered.
If Board members cannot conform to the code of conduct or the work of the board as
agreed by Cabinet then the TRA will be invited to provide alternative members.
Re-convened Board

The Board meeting will be re-scheduled but will organised as three area workshops to
discuss the draft Board Constitution. Only Board members will be invited and
allowed to attend the workshops. This is to ensure that Board business is dealt with in
an appropriate and timely manner.
If you have any questions regarding the above please let me know.
Yours sincerely

Mark Howarth


